
The best ways to ensure that your newsletters reach their recipients



An issue of paramount importance to any email campaign marketing is 

the delivery rate of one's sent messages, which means the percentage of 

emails that actually arrive at their destination.

Deliverability is the technical term used to de�ne the ability to suc-

cessfully get an email delivered to a recipient’s inbox. Optimizing this 

parameter is one of the fundamental tasks of every good marketer.

It's something that should't be taken for granted. According to a recent 

study by ReturnPath, the average delivery rate is falling. In fact, a stagge-

ring 23.5% of all sent messages never get delivered.

But how is it possible?

Anti-spam filters

The fundamental culprit lies with the increasingly effective actions of the 

anti-spam filters. This is a necessary precaution, given that about 

80-90% of sent emails are pure and simple spam. The problem is, howe-

ver, that very often this vital screening process also tends to block the 

legitimate ones, if certain basic rules aren’t followed and they end up 

looking too much like unauthorized communications.

To complicate matters, these �lters do not let us know when an email 

has been blocked. Therefore, unlike messages mistakenly sent to incor-

rectly typed or non-existent email addresses, we can never be sure how 

many of our newsletters successfully ended up in our subscribers’ inbo-

xes.

IP Reputation

Furthermore, the reputation of IPs from where the emails get sent 

should be carefully taken into consideration.

IP, or Internet Protocol, is a unique number that identi�es each device 

connected to the Web. (To �nd yours out, just head to GetIP). The reputa-

tion of an IP depends on the quality of communications sent, by the 

number of hard bounces received - messages that "bounce back" 

because they were sent to non-existent email addresses - and the amount 

of spam complaints - emails that recipients report as spam.

In a nutshell, it is a measure of the sender’s reliability: to �nd out what it 

is, simply use "lookup" on SenderBase or SenderScore. If your reputation 

is very low (or a number of disgruntled users have reported you to 

SpamCop) you run the risk of ending up on a spam blacklist, which is a list 

of protocols that are prevented from sending messages. Obviously, with 

all of the negative consequences you can imagine...

In short, the deliverability issue is a very big problem and often an unde-

restimated one, which impacts directly on the performance of each cam-

paign: fewer emails delivered means less clicks obtained, resulting in 

fewer clients and at the end of the day less money.

http://www.returnpath.net/blog/intheknow/2012/03/return-path-study-shows-global-email-deliverability-experiences-historic-decline-in-second-half-of-2011-2/
http://www.getip.com/
http://www.senderbase.org/help/simple_search
https://www.senderscore.org/
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The good news is that once you understand the technological aspects 

affecting your deliverability, there are a number of things that can be done 

to improve it.

Let's consider some of the basic steps:

Using a dedicated IP.

A good starting point is to get a unique IP address, or at least a mo-

nitored one. If you use an IP shared amongst other users to send 

your newsletters - as is often the case among "normal" connec-

tions - there is always the risk that one of them is tied up with 

spamming. Resulting in the Protocol's reputation being adversely 

affected, and thus compromising your deliverability...

Authentication.

Chances are you have also received an email that led you to believe 

it was from your bank or the Post Of�ce, but in the end it just turned 

out to be spam. Well, authentication is the process that automati-

cally enables you to determine who really sent you the email. Even 

though it's easy to verify an IP address, spammers can always trick 

us by creating a phony address by linking it to a Website, complete 

with a company logo and the sender's name.

Enabling the authentication of your emails, instead, helps to reas-

sure recipients of your identity, greatly reducing the risk of falling 

fowl to spam �lters. There are several ways to get authentication: 

the main ones are Domain Keys, DKIM, SenderID and SPF. In parti-

cular, turboSMTP offers this service for free - called White Label - 

to all of its users.

Professional SMTPs.

A SMTP server, simply put, does the same job as the postman 

who's responsible for getting your emails delivered. It's pretty 

obvious how important this role is, in terms of deliverability. When 

one "normally" connects to the Internet, the SMTPs used to send 

the emails often change, and aren't totally reliable i.e. sometimes 

they use IPs that have dubious reputations. As a result the main 

providers' �lters - Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail etc. - easily block 

them, reducing your newsletter’s delivery rate or worse completely 

blocking your mail-outs.

For this reason it's better to use a professional and stable service 

such as turboSMTP, that for a reasonable price ensures good rela-

tionships with providers and thus a higher deliverability.

http://www.spamcop.net/
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But having everything under control from a technical point of view isn't 

enough. In order to increase deliverability it's vital that your newsletters 

are impeccable - at least from each of the following aspects:

Text.

Your content matter must contain coherent and well-structured 

sentences, without any grammatical errors or typos - which are 

typically associated with spam. HTML formatting must be kept as 

clean and lean as possible.

Subject line.

A brief and incisive subject line - maximum 50 characters - that 

avoids using any double exclamation points or question marks is 

going to get you a foot in the door.

Above all, never use words or symbols, such as "$", "&", "€", "free", 

"hello", "credit", "amazed", "click here", "investment", "cash", 

"money", and of course "sex".

Pictures.

Generally, it's more dif�cult to send an email when it contains too 

many images or is too heavy. It's thus advisable that the message 

doesn't exceed ~90 kb, and not to overdo the amount of graphic 

content.

Unsubscribe.

The ability to opt-out is perhaps one of the most commonly overlo-

oked issues. 

The opt-out button should always be clearly visible, and shouldn’t 

take more than one or two clicks. Far too often, mass emails are 

sent out from which it is dif�cult (or impossible) to opt-out from. 

Aside from being illegal, it also seriously compromises deliverabili-

ty. In fact, users typically react by dumping the message in the 

spam folder, getting rid of you forever. 

But as we have seen, any spam complaint is a blow to the reputa-

tion of that IP.

Database.

The quality of your mail-out lists is extremely important. In addition 

to avoiding purchasing, renting or copying email addresses from 

the Web - an illegal practice in some countries, which tends to 

generate little or no ROI - one should carry out a thorough mainte-

nance of the database.

In particular, getting rid of duplicate email addresses and incorrect 

ones.

Mail-out frequency.

Mailing-out too many newsletters is likely to irritate your users as 

well as get yourselves in hot water with their spam �lters, which 

associate excessive numbers of emails with illegal activities. Care-

fully plan your mail-out strategy.

Content and Replying.

It might sound simple, but having some really interesting email con-

tent and replying to customers' questions is wise not only in terms 

of your business, but also helps deliverability: it creates genuine 

relationships and clicks - the things that distinguish you from the 

evil spam factories.

Final check.

Before sending something off, it's always a good rule of thumb to 

make a �nal control with some tools that check whether you did 

your homework well and your newsletter does not have any nasty 

aspects that might associate it with spam. For example, try out the 

tools on SpamAssassin. 
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We simply can't stress it enough: by not taking care of deliverability 

means fewer emails end up in recipients’ inboxes, resulting in fewer 

clients, and thus less money. Whether you are sending newsletters, mar-

keting emails or simple noti�cation messages, the delivery of your emails 

should never be taken as a given. For this reason it is important to follow 

all the rules stated above and choose a professional SMTP server, in order 

to reach as many users as possible and maximize your pro�ts.
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